






After witnessing the immense power of America to Me and its ability to

catalyze meaningful conversations about race and equity in schools,

teachers Lacey* and Aya* screened the series to students, using the "Real

Talk" guide and other tools in their AVID (college-prep) and ASB (student

leadership) classrooms.

At the same time, Lacey and Aya showed select clips to their school

leadership team and administration, advocating for change by asking

them to reprioritize equity work within the school.  
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Lacey showed America to Me and used the "Real Talk" Guide to anchor 

conversations in the classroom. The students began each class by reading

articles, then watched an episode and engaged in post-episode discussions.

The class watched the episodes together on a large screen, but students

simultaneously played it (muted) on their individual computers. When a pop-up

question* came up, Lacey paused the episode, letting students answer on their

individual computers.

Lacey created and used supplementary

materials so the class could highlight

and focus on themes they were

covering in class. Students read and

reflected on articles such as The

Challenge of Creating Schools that

‘Work for Everybody’ and Does Teacher

Diversity Matter in Student Learning?

and tracked their key takeaways in an

article tracking sheet titled The Ideal

School.

America to Me
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"Real Talk "Guide

Pop-up Q's

* The pop-up questions are in development. Please contact atm@participant.com for more information.



Read introductory articles.

How: Step by Step
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1.

Watched episodes of 
America to Me.2.

Used "Real Talk" Guides and pop-up
questions* to anchor conversation.3.

Collected feedback from students.4.
* The pop-up questions are in development. Please contact atm@participant.com for more information.







After watching America to Me and using the tools in their classrooms, the

students formed a racial equity club, and invited their superintendent

to listen to their concerns. Although still in its early stages, the students

wanted to extend the conversations they were having in their AVID classes,

and share it with students across their campus.

of respondents said that the

course had improved their

knowledge or skills of racial

equity and implicit bias.

81%

Impact

“America to Me has

broadened my perspectives,

which has lead to increased
reflection in my institution."

of respondents said they were

able to apply new knowledge

and skills learned in the

course to their everyday lives.

73%
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America to Me 
“Real Talk" Guides 

The Challenge of
Creating School that

“Work for Everybody.”

Does Teacher
Diversity Matter in
Student Learning? 

Article Tracking Sheet
/ The Ideal School

https://www.americatomerealtalk.com/
https://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2017/03/22/the-hard-work-of-creating-schools-for.html?r=1989697014
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/10/upshot/teacher-diversity-effect-students-learning.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10sB2KK7ktX1DpmEB2ZVlwyOv75Ol6sDcLs9wvVDMVl0/edit


Are you using America to Me and the “Real Talk” guide to disrupt
everyday racism at your school? Email us at:

atm@participant.com.

http://www.americatomerealtalk.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ParticipantMedia/
https://twitter.com/Participant
https://www.instagram.com/participant/
http://www.americatomerealtalk.com/



